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ABSTRACT 
We have lost the rich experience from the old days in 
current music devices and applications. The last few years 
have been characterized by functionality of music 
interaction and even more by accessibility and availability 
of music. This effortless music gathering and listening leads 
to less engagement with the music interaction and with that 
to a regression of the music listening experience itself. 
However Tangible User Interfaces (TUI) might offer the 
rich experience that brings back the engagement with the 
music interaction, it lacks the usability of the Graphical 
User Interfaces (GUI) due to its more static character. 
Shape Changing Interfaces (SCI) might be able to offer the 
dynamics of a GUI while it also retains the richness of a 
TUI. Therefore the engagement with music interaction 
using a SCI, a TUI and a GUI is compared using the RC&E 
framework. Opposed to previous research, this showed no 
difference in engagement between a TUI and a GUI. The 
SCI scored significantly higher on engagement than both 
though.  
Due to technical issues this research is flawed. Therefore it 
is important this potential advantage of the SCI is further 
explored.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Despite the richness of switches and dials, the Graphical 
User Interface (GUI) has become the dominant interaction 
model in most devices we operate on a daily basis. The rise 
of touch screen with/and gesture interfaces has not 
increased the tangibility, as those interactions are still based 
on GUI’s. Although the interfaces may have become less 

abstract and more direct [1][2] (Mouse is indirect; 
touchscreen is direct), it still lacks the physicality and 
haptic feedback of traditional physical interfaces.  

Tangible User Interfaces (TUI) bring back the lost richness 
of GUI’s. They however lack the usability of the GUI’s due 
to its more static character. This is evident in the fact that 
most TUI’s are mainly usable as device input. However the 
current state of the device could be shown by for instance 
the position of a switch, these are only static states, which 
in most cases are inflicted by the user itself. Devices and 
interactions nowadays are way to complex to be able to 
function well with a limited number of states. One could 
have many more buttons to provide more states but this will 
– in a bad way - influence the usability extensively.  

Shape changing interfaces (SCI) might be able to offer the 
dynamics and control of a GUI while it also retains the 
richness of a TUI leading to more a engaging user 
interaction. SCI’s are gaining more and more attention in 
HCI and in particular in the TEI community. [3]–[8] A 
shape changing interface uses self actuated physical change 
of shape as input or output. [4] Trough SCI’s dynamic 
system states can be showed actively in a physical way. 
One of the most important features of SCI’s is that they can 
serve as both in- and output. Moreover, they can serve as 
in- and output simultaneously, which is called direct 
interaction [4] 

Strengths of GUI’s, TUI’s an SCI’s 
Various studies have compared GUI’s and TUI’s to 
evaluate the quality of interaction already. [9]–[12]  

Due to time-multiplexity and being able to show changing 
information, GUI’s are way better at showing current 
system states then TUI’s, also when the system changes 
without any active user input. This might be one of the 
main reasons that GUI’s are perceived as superior when it 
comes to usability and why they are still the dominant 
interaction model. However research shows that people are 
willing to trade off usability for a better user experience, 
real life systems are often too complex to be actually used 
with a relatively simple TUI. [9] 

To improve usability in TUI’s the controls of the interface 
should not only express what you can do with them, but 
also express what will happen when you use them. [13] 
This is captured within design for rich interaction. [14][15] 
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Rich interfaces should have unity of form, interaction, and 
function. [13]–[16] Experiments with rich interaction 
showed that rich actions where preferred over conventional 
buttons. [14] 

Since SCI’s are physical by definition, this can be seen as 
an evolution of TUI’s, inheriting all its strengths like the 
possibility to design for rich interaction and aesthetic 
interaction. Next to this it could offer some additional 
aesthetic hedonic quality and additional functionalities, 
such as dynamic affordances, haptic feedback and actively 
communicating (system) information/states. 

 

Figure 1. Top part showing an old amplifier, a clear example 
of a tangible music interaction device. Bottom part showing 
contemporary touch user interfaces for music interaction. 

Music interaction 
One of the fields that has undergone all variations of user 
interaction models, is interaction with music. From 
amplifiers to old record players and modern music GUI’s 
like Spotify and iTunes, that are operated on personal 
computers laptops or touchscreen devices. (Figure 1)  
Thereby, the tangibility in music interaction has been lost. 
This regression of the music listening experience is 
counteracted by more and more people that start buying 
cd’s and even vinyl records again, in order to be more 
engaged in the process of listening to music again.  
However this is a richer experience, the usability, control 
and availability of information (and music) is lower than 
modern music streaming app services.  

Engagement 
In his research to ‘making music tangible’, Bruns [17] 
states that a balance should be sought between ergonomic 
and hedonic qualities towards improving overall appeal. 
This is in line with the correlation found by Roozendaal 
[18] between richness (hedonic qualities) and control 
(ergonomic qualities) to engagement as Roozendaal 
underlines later on. [16] Roozendaal performed several 

studies in which participants got to perform playful 
interactions without any time constraints or pre-imposed 
goals. These studies [18] showed that experiences of 
richness and control accumulate into experiences of 
engagement via a multiplication rule. This led to the 
Richness, Control and Engagement framework (RC&E) 
that states that engagement (E) can be predicted reasonably 
well by taking the square root of the multiplication of 
richness (R) and control (C): E = R0.5 C0.5  

To be able to measure the user engagement - following the 
RC&E framework - of the SCI, this interface will be 
compared to a GUI and a TUI. I expect that a SCI is more 
engaging than a GUI or a TUI, because it has the unique 
ability to combine richness with a greater control over the 
music listening device due to its potential to show many 
different system states actively.  

To demonstrate potentially existing advantages for a SCI to 
interact with music, the comparison must be balanced 
carefully without disregarding the unique affordances of 
GUI’s, TUI’s and SCI’s. [9], [10] 

The fact that music / sound is used, will most likely 
influence the performance of the different user interfaces 
because the interface is tri-modal (visual, and physical 
feedback and the music itself). Hecht [19] demonstrated 
superior performance once a haptic signal was added to 
visual and audio signals.  

PROTOTYPE 
For this experiment three prototypes (GUI, TUI and SCI) 
were developed for music control. Because listening to 
music could include many interactions, (e.g. changing 
volume, skipping song, rewind, review song/artist/album 
info) a more artificial and unfamiliar music interaction has 
been found to be able to only look at the actual interaction 
qualities.  

The users can influence the music by influencing the shapes 
or (virtual) sliders that react/change along with the music: 
Three shapes move up and down following the amount of 
low, mid, and high frequencies in the music. By 
manipulating these shapes the threshold for the volume of 
these frequencies is changed. So, by pulling up the shape 
for high frequencies, the higher frequencies will get better 
audible. The way the prototype works, makes that this 
experiment is best suitable for electronic music. Otherwise 
the interaction with the music might be experienced as 
being too disturbing and artificial.  

Looking at the purposes of shape change as proposed by 
Rasmussen [4], mainly the aesthetical hedonic aim, and the 
functional aims of communicating information, and haptic 
feedback are being explored with this prototype.  

The TUI prototype has the same shape and materials as the 
SCI to balance them out as much as possible. Also the 
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interaction takes place on the same part of the device. The 
same holds for the GUI.  

The TUI visualizes the music using three led bars. Next to 
this are slider knobs to influence the sound character. The 
GUI has a touchscreen that also shows three bars that light 
up to visualize the music. (Figure 2)    The same bar is also 
used for influencing the music. This fits the unique 
affordance of GUI’s to have multiple functions at the same 
place.  

 
Figure 2. A line drawing showing the three interfaces next to 

each other. From left to right: TUI, SCI, GUI 

The devices are made from wood, metal and black glossy 
Perspex to combine the look and feel from music devices 
from the past with contemporary music devices. (Figure 3)   
All light sources are orange because this has a warm 
appearance but does not look old fashioned.  

The three interfaces are placed next to each other with a 
space of 15cm in between. At the back of the devices a 
black plate is placed to shield of electronics, wires, laptop 
and the researcher and to allow for switching around the 
order of the devices. 

 Figure 3. A photo of the three interfaces during the 
experiment. 

All three interfaces retrieve from, and control a common 
music source: the music production application 
‘Reaper’[20] that runs on a Mac OS computer. The 
frequency band volumes are controlled using the 
‘js:LOSER/3-Band-EQ’ native plugin for Reaper. The 
communication between the source and interfaces is done 
using Arduino serial [21], Processing [22] and the OSC 
protocol [23].  

Technical issues 
Due to technical problems with the SCI this experiment had 
a showroom approach partially. The TUI and GUI were 
fully functional. The SCI did not actively move along with 

the music though, thus undermining the very idea of a SCI. 
Therefore, the participants were asked to interact with the 
three interfaces. They would however find a short briefing 
on the SCI that notified them that the interface does not 
work as it should. Next to this, it also briefly explained how 
it should have worked. It also suggested to imagine how it 
would be when the tubes would move along with the music. 
Furthermore, it encouraged the participants to touch and 
move the tubes their selves to get a sense on how it feels to 
interact with it.  

The questions in the questionnaire that followed the 
experiment where formulated in such a way, that they asked 
to score an aspect of richness or control for the TUI and the 
GUI, and what they think an aspect of richness or control 
would score for the SCI.  

METHOD 
Participants were 14 (7 females, 7 males) people without in 
depth technology and design affinity and knowhow. All 
participants where at least 18 years old (19 to 51 years old) 
to ensure all participants have passed a threshold level of 
cognitive development. Also the participants had regular 
experience with touch screen devices and music interaction 
devices.   

The experiment was unstructured —participants were 
instructed to freely interact with the music interaction 
interfaces for at least 2 minutes and for a maximum of 15 
minutes. The only demand was that the participants used 
each interface at least once. 
This free playful approach was chosen because the 
prediction of engagement trough richness and control 
showed to be more reliable this way, compared to a 
task/goal driven interaction approach. [18] 
The free playful approach was enhanced by the fact that 
participants get to interact with all interfaces at the same 
time.  

To avoid any bias trough the order in which the devices are 
presented, these are switched around after every two 
participants. Due to the fact that more than 12 participants 
where tested; 14, two orders are tested three times instead 
of two times. (GST(3), TSG(3), GTS(2), TGS(2), 
STG(2),SGT(2)) 

Because every participant got to interact with each of the 
three interfaces, the test was a within subjects design. In 
combination with the similarity of the interfaces, this meant 
that there could be some bias trough practice. However, 
people do know how to interact with touchscreen interfaces 
and the TUI on beforehand anyways.   

Since the experiences of richness, control and engagement 
can be viewed as three different experiential qualities, [16] 
these subjective experiences are assessed via questionnaires 
consisting of seven- semantic categorical scales. [24] The 
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questionnaire was filled electronically using the Google 
survey system [25].  

To measure engagement, the richness and control as 
perceived by the participants is used as a predictor. The 
perceived richness and control are composed of the 
combined means from the associated aspects, adding up to 
richness and control as derived from Roozendaal. ([18] 
table 5.1 page 91) The questionnaire also shortly goes into 
some aspects of engagement itself as a control factor.  

Procedure  
After shortly introducing the experiment, the participant 
enters the room in which he or she may interact with the 
three interfaces, until they point out they are done. When 
they enter, the music is already on. They will see the 
interfaces react to this music. The interaction of the 
participants is filmed, so the author did not have to be in the 
same space during testing.  
A questionnaire had to be filled in after the experiment took 
place. 

RESULTS 
A one-way within subjects ANOVA [26] was conducted to 
compare the effect of the type of interface on richness and 
control on a seven point semantic scale.  

The test results show that the mean differences for richness 
and control are significantly affected by the type of 
interface, respectively F (1.57, 20.38) = 7,51, ρ < .05  and F 
(1.56, 20.26) = 1.1, ρ < .05. Mauchly’s test for richness and 
control respectively indicated that the assumption of 
sphericity had not been violated, χ2(2) = 3.87,  ρ > .05 and 
χ2(2) = 4,  ρ > .05. 

Three paired samples t-tests were used to make post hoc 
comparisons between the types of interfaces and the 
perceived richness. A first paired samples t-test indicated 
that there was no significant difference in the scores for 
TUI (M=4.61, SD=0.9) and GUI (M=4.59, SD=1.01) 
conditions; t=0.029, p = 1.00. A second paired samples t-
test indicated that there was a significant difference in the 
scores for TUI (M=4.61, SD=0.9) and SCI (M=5.31, 
SD=.71) conditions; t=-.693, p = .004. A third paired 
samples t-test indicated that there was also a significant 
difference in the scores for GUI (M=4.59, SD=1.01)   and 
SCI (M=5.31, SD=.71) conditions; t=-0.721, p = .046. 

These results suggest that the type of interface does have an 
effect on the perceived richness of interaction with music. 
Specifically, these results suggest that the SCI interface 
would significantly add up to the expected amount of 
perceived richness. There is no real difference in perceived 
richness, when comparing the TUI and GUI.  

To make post hoc comparisons between the types of 
interfaces and the perceived control as well, also three 
paired samples t-tests were used. A first paired samples t-
test indicated that there was no significant difference in the 

scores for TUI (M=5.4, SD=1.36) and GUI (M=5.63, 
SD=1.0) conditions; t=-0.229, p = 0.835. A second paired 
samples t-test indicated that there was no significant 
difference in the scores for TUI (M=5.4, SD=1.36) and SCI 
(M=5.25, SD=1.36) conditions; t=0.150, p = 1.00. A third 
paired samples t-test indicated that there was also no 
significant difference in the scores for GUI (M=5.63, 
SD=1.0) and SCI (M=5.25, SD=1.36) conditions; t=0.379, 
p = .416. 

These results suggest that the differences between these 
type of interfaces do not have a significant effect on the 
perceived control of interaction with music.  

Roozendaals’ [18] multiplication rule, that states that 
experienced engagement (E) can be predicted reasonably 
well by taking the square root of the multiplication of 
richness (R) and control (C): E = R0.5 C0.5, leads to the 
following results:  (Table 1) 

 R (M) C (M) E (R0.5 C0.5) Control var 
E (M) 

TUI 4.614 5.400 4.992 4.88 
GUI 4.586 5.629 5.081 4.68 

SCI 5.307 5.250 5.278 5.50 

Table 1. An overview of the means of richness and control for 
each interface and the predicted engagement trough the 

multiplication rule. Next to this the measured means for the 
engagement control are listed.  

This suggests that engagement between the TUI and GUI is 
only slightly different. This could be expected, because of 
the lack of significant difference between both interfaces on 
richness and control. Mainly due to a higher perceived 
control in the GUI, the engagement for this interface is 
somewhat higher. The difference in engagement for both 
TUI and GUI compared to SCI is significantly bigger.   

This is in line with the engagement scores that follow a 
seven point semantic scale that the participants filled in as a 
control variable. (Table 1) Mauchly’s test for this 
engagement control variable indicated that the assumption 
of sphericity had not been violated, χ2(2) = .15,  ρ > .05. 
The three paired samples t-tests that were used to make post 
hoc comparisons between the types of interfaces and the 
perceived engagement show that there was no significant 
difference in the scores for TUI (M=4.88, SD=1.11) and 
GUI (M=4.68, SD=0.73) conditions; t=0.196, p = 1.00. A 
second paired samples t-test indicated that there was a 
significant difference in the scores for TUI (M=4.88, 
SD=1.11) and SCI (M=5.5, SD=.91) conditions; t=-.625, p 
= .037. A third paired samples t-test indicated that there was 
also a significant difference in the scores for GUI (M=4.68, 
SD=0.73) and SCI (M=5.5, SD=.91) conditions; t=-0.821, p 
= .012. 

These results suggest that the type of interface does have an 
effect on the engagement of interaction with music. 
Specifically, these results suggest that a SCI would 
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significantly add up to the expected amount of perceived 
engagement, which confirms the earlier found conclusions 
from Roozendaals [18] multiplication rule.  

DISCUSSION 
The results from this study suggest that a SCI could lead to 
more engagement with music interaction. This follows from 
the richness and control multiplication and the control 
factor for engagement.  

This significantly better performance of the SCI could, to 
some extent, be caused by a factor of novelty and curiosity 
to this unusual interface.  

It is noteworthy that there has not been found a significant 
difference in engagement between TUI and GUI. This was 
not expected since many other studies suggest that a TUI is 
more engaging [9]–[12], [18]. This could however perhaps 
be explained by the big difference in perceived amount of 
control. Due to the used communication protocol (OSC via 
processing), the TUI reacted with a short delay to user input 
opposed to the virtually direct reaction when using the GUI. 

The fact that the GUI offers more control and that the TUI 
offers more richness is in line with previous studies [9]–
[12]. 

Due to the free and playful interaction allowance for the 
participants, some of them used several interfaces at the 
same time (e.g. sliding a knob at the TUI and meanwhile 
using one of the GUI sliders). This could have influenced 
the individual perceived performance of the interfaces. 

This research had several important limitations to take into 
account. This study was primarily limited by the non-
functioning of the SCI due to earlier described technical 
issues. Time and financial constraints led to these issues but 
these could have been overcome if they where noticed in an 
earlier stage.  

Another limitation was the relatively small sample size. The 
sample size could have been expanded by including 
university students from Industrial Design, however they do 
have in depth technology and design affinity and knowhow. 
The number of participants should at least be 24, to be able 
to have two people of each gender test each interface order. 

An earlier start with data collection would have increased 
the time to survey more participants, though this was also 
delayed by the technical issues with the SCI.  

Using a seven point semantic scale questionnaire to survey 
the participants could have lead to data that is too static, and 
could therefore potentially distort the results. In addition to 
the questionnaire, a semi-structured interview should be 
considered to also give participants a way to describe the 
experience in their own words.  

CONCLUSION 
This research project is based on the assumption that a 
Shape Changing Interface will enable engaging music 

interaction, due to allowance for rich interaction design and 
dynamic possibilities. To test this assumption the SCI is 
compared with the more conventional TUI and GUI. Due to 
technical issues that led to a non-functioning SCI this 
comparison has become badly crippled. Therefore this 
experiment was partly showroom approach and partly lab 
approach to still compare the TUI and GUI to the SCI. 
However participants did not get to experience the full 
potential of the SCI they still favored it clearly - leading to 
a significant higher engagement score for this interface.  
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Project  reflection
I chose this project on short notice during the finishing of my bachelor 
graduation project. This choice was only based on quickly reading 
trough the project description documents. Project Ghost got my 
attention because the description talked about envisioning future 
technology. Furthermore it mentioned a brochure of a product family 
of future products. 
I therefore figured it was a project that would be grouped under – what 
I now know is called - Form and Senses and ideas and Concepts within 
the Industrial Design Department. 
I was not aware a first project was also ought to be a research project. 

The first few weeks of the project – already after one week interrupted 
by module weeks – I felt a little lost. Like I was used to with previous 
projects, I just dove into the ideation phase of the project by searching 
theory about shape changing interfaces and used this as brainstorming 
input. It quickly showed though that – without any context - this process 
got very fragmented. 
Next tot this I also had to get myself proficient in research, because I 
had very little experience with it. The research trough design method 
was unknown to me before I started this project. Therefore I bought 
some books on this matter, followed some workshops but really 
learned about it when I got to apply it myself. This is especially evident 
in the module ‘Unaware Objects’ that I followed, in which research 
trough design really helped me trough the ideation process.
Since I had never written a design vison and personal development 
plan this also had to be made from scratch. This took a lot of time in 
the first project weeks. 
The fact that my coach really pushed me to think of a context for 
the project and at least confine it to an inhouse product helped me 
to narrow down my ideation process. Still I swarmed from remote 
controls to cutlery. Until I thought of another way of shape change; the 
shapes of air vibrations – sound - and thus music. I am a real music 
and audio enthusiast, so when my coach agreed on this direction I 
quickly pushed further. 
This was enhanced by the fact that after the first module weeks a 
Pecha Kucha movie deliverable was right about the corner. This 
helped me to converge to engagement with music interaction trough 
Shape Changing interfaces. I therefore explored dynamic music 
visualization. I explored the Rubens Tube, cornstarch and fluids on a 
speaker cone, Styrofoam balls and sound. Further I explored graphical 
music visualization, music visualization on music devices and music 
visualization in musical instruments. 
Gradually the project got into the direction of a vertical translation 
shape changing deivice  that functions as in and output. For this I 
developed some probes and a functional prototype. 
Next to this I made some digital design mockups for the direction of 
my project. 
The comments on my presentation during the midterm demo days 
made clear that I overstepped things a little. I really turned this into a 
design project and disregarded the research part, leaving a vague and 
general research question. 
Therefore I converged my designs and ideas back to its essentials to 
be able to do specific research. 
In the mean time there were the RSDL weeks, lots of holidays, and 
the next module weeks coming up. Therefore I quickly ordered parts 
I thought I needed and meanwhile started to write an introduction for 
my research paper. 
Using the introduction and design mockups, me and my coach 
discussed how to make an interface that was suitable for research. We 
quickly found that comparing it to more conventional interfaces would 
make the most valuable research proposition. This meant balancing 

Available online: 
http://youtu.be/RUha75YnFAk

Available online: 
http://youtu.be/tLJ20uwA4Do

Available online: 
http://youtu.be/t5ZlqfHwyLs



out the several interfaces to get them as equal as possible. Therefore 
I made several design mockups that me and my coach discussed. 
At the point the last module weeks nearly arrived I felt there was no 
time left for further discussion and I took the comments on earlier 
design mock-ups and made a new one that was partly lasercut, 3D 
printed and hand crafted. Building the installation took more time 
then I expected because I wanted a high finish level and because of 
some technical impossibilities and issues. For instance: there was 
no possibility to anodize and cut out aluminium. Therefore I had to 
hand cut and finish it. (I am quite pleased with it now though) Also 3D 
printing was limited by the amount of material. This meant I had to 
choose new materials and techniques that provided new unexpected 
problems. (Perspex pipes breaking into pieces spontaneously)
Next to this there was the integrated technology that turned out to 
be a very important part of this project – making a shape changing 
interface without integrated technology is virtually impossible. 
Though the project seemed simple: Actuating three knobs/tubes 
using music input and registering user input. It turned out to be quite 
complex and multi facetted. First there was the music adjustments 
on user input that seemed to be impossible using the programming 
language I chose. Therefore I had to use a DAW. But this has to 
communicate with the physical buttons, the programming and a 
touchscreen. Even more, it has to be a two-way communication – 
input and output. 
The linear actuation of the tubes showed to be the biggest struggle 
in the end though. I started with motorized faders that worked 
fine in my first prototype. Due to the heavier weight of the Perspex 
tubes(instead of 3D printed) they where not able to lift them up. At the 
very last I therefore replaced the Perspex tubes with thin foil ones. 
Though this was a little thicker on the outside of the tubes and would 
consequently not fit trough the lasercut guide frame for the tubes. 
After this was also adapted, one of the motorized faders turned out 
to be broken, limiting the whole functioning of the installation due to 
it keeping it inside a while loop. At this point already the first Final 
Demo Day had arrived and I decided to make sure it al worked on 
the second final demo day. Therefore I quickly bought some strong 
servos to be used to do the linear actuation. I could not get it to 
work properly within the rest of the program though. Only in the 
end I found out this is because both the servo and ledstrip libraries 
use interrupts, causing conflicts. I could have fixed this using two 
Arduinos, or actual linear actuators (expensive!) but I was already 
out of time and needed to finally do the actual research experiment. 
Within a weekend the experiment was done after which I had to finish 
my research paper within two weeks. It was some time ago I had 
statistics courses in my bachelor. Therefore it was quite a challenge 
to find and perform the right statistical test. Thanks to tips from 
several people and my coach I acquired a copy of ‘Andy Field’ who 
saved me on this matter.
The finalization of my paper went quite fast thanks to extensive 
feedback of my coach. 

This project, and in fact this whole semester, has been characterized 
by two things: integrating technology and research. Both where 
things that I had little experience with. Although a lot of things 
went wrong and took way too long, I think I learned quite a lot on 
both subjects in a very short timespan. For integrating technology 
I mainly gained a lot of experience on working with motors. Getting 
to know when to apply what motor type and how to control it. One of 
the most interesting things I learned is the use of the OSC protocol 
which allowed me to communicate between programming software, 
a digital audio workstation and several touchscreen devices. 
Due to the reading I did, the workshops I followed, the modules I 
followed and the actual research I conducted, I could now know I 
have an extensive understanding of research trough design which 



was one of my goals fort his semester. This also complements 
my other goal to improve the speed of prototyping, improve the 
functional quality of prototype iterations and to improve the aesthetic 
quality of the prototype iterations. Prototyping speed is something 
I mainly learned trough my modules but also trough the project 
explorations and deadline quickly following up one an other. Looking 
back to previous semesters, the aesthetic quality of my prototypes 
has clearly improved. I think my last module and the final installation 
of this product are most strongly evident of this. 
The functional quality of my prototypes has been problematic in 
the project. As talked about before this was due to problems with 
several motors and programming them. The thing I did learn on 
this matter was soldering. The last time I soldered anything before 
this project was on primary school. I struggled a lot with getting 
proper connections. After this project though, that included a lot of 
soldering, I think I gained enough experience to be able to solder 
proper connections in future projections. 

This project gave me the opportunity to develop my skills in research 
trough design and prototyping. More unforeseen, this project had me 
working on integrating technology a lot.  
I gained the insight that I don’t want to go into research any further. 
I don’t really like it and I don’t think it fits my skills, preferences and 
capabilities.
The thing I liked most of this project was the realization of an 
aesthetically attractive prototype. This is something I want to further 
develop in the future: visual aesthetics. 
This project also gave me the insight that I want to use integrating 
technology as a support in my future projects, and don’t actually 
build my projects on it. 
Next projects I need to earlier explore te technologies I want to use 
in a full scale prototype to be able to earlier overcome potential 
problems.
A limitation in the research was the relatively small sample size. 
An earlier start with data collection would have increased the time 
to survey more participants, although this was also delayed by the 
earlier mentioned technical issues. 



Wearable Senses: Deliverables 

M1.1 / Ghost

Student(s): Jeroen Alblas Coach: Miguel Bruns

E n g a g i n g  i n t e r a c t i o n 
w i t h  m u s i c

Don’t we all love the feeling of using the big chunky 
switches on these old amplifiers? We have lost 
this rich experience in current music devices 
and applications. The last few years have been 
characterized by functionality of music interaction, but 
mostly by accessibility and availability of music. This 
effortless music gathering and listening leads to less 
engagement with the music interaction and with that 
to a regression of the music listening experience itself. 
However Tangible User Interfaces (TUI) might offer 
the rich experience that brings back the engagement 
with the music interaction, it lacks the usability of the 
graphical user interfaces (GUI) due to its more static 
character. Shape changing interfaces might be able to 
offer the dynamics of a GUI while it also retains the 
richness of a TUI.For this reason this research project 
focuses on comparing the engagement with music 
interaction using a Shape Changing Interface, a TUI 
and a GUI.

Pecha Kucha: Movie 

Available online: 
http://youtu.be/Tt7_bQTUrGk

Final installation: Movie

Available online: 
http://youtu.be/f2W2UrxmtY8

Final installation: Booklet Description 

Final installation: Photos

http://youtu.be/Tt7_bQTUrGk
http://youtu.be/Tt7_bQTUrGk
http://youtu.be/Tt7_bQTUrGk
http://youtu.be/f2W2UrxmtY8
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